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Three-dimensional numerical simulation of Marangoni flow instabilities
in floating zones laterally heated by an equatorial ring
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Instability of Marangoni convection in floating zones~full zone configuration! of a low Prandtl
number fluid under microgravity conditions is investigated by parallel supercalculus and direct
three-dimensional and time-dependent simulation of the problem. A parametric analysis~still absent
in literature! of the influence of the aspect ratio of the liquid column on the features of the
three-dimensional bifurcation of Marangoni flow is carried out. A novel distribution is introduced
for the surface heat flux corresponding to the radiative flux generated by a ring heater positioned
around the equatorial plane of the full zone at a distanceh from the free interface. Axisymmetric
computations are used to obtain the steady basic state, then the three-dimensional Navier–Stokes
equations are solved to investigate the evolution of azimuthal disturbances. These disturbances
always exhibit antisymmetric behavior with respect to the equatorial plane. The mirror symmetry
with respect to this plane is broken. Strong interaction occurs in fact between the toroidal convection
rolls located in the upper part and lower part of the liquid column. This leads for some values of the
aspect ratio to a heretofore unseen ‘‘apparent’’ doubling or quadrupling of the azimuthal wave
number of the azimuthal velocity distribution in the midplane. The present analysis points out that
the instability of the half zone flow is not relevant for the full zone configuration. ©2003
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1543147#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Interest in semiconductor devices has stimulated in
last years the production of high purity single crystals
silicon and other semiconductor materials. Unfortunately,
high chemical reactivity of these substances and their h
melting point offer special problems. The most practical
lution to these problems has proven to be the floating z
technique, and most of the very pure silicon produced to
is processed in this way. Since the floating zone metho
capable of growing single crystals with a given orientatio
as well as zone refining and leveling, it is ideally suited
the production of silicon crystals for semiconductor devic
By this containerless method, crystals can be grown with
contamination, more homogeneity and higher purity. In th
techniques the melt is positioned and solidified witho
physically contacting the container’s wall in order to min
mize container-induced contamination and heterogene
nucleation. The melt zone is produced by heating a sh
length of feed rod by a heat source such as a ring heater.
rod is slowly moved through the hot zone, and the crysta
obtained by resolidification of the liquid as it is moved aw
from the heat source.

This method has been often used in the terrestrial e
ronment. However, the floating zone technique is one of
likely candidates of the material processing methods un
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microgravity conditions. The opportunity of accessing a lo
gravity environment in the last years has given in fact
possibility of growing larger crystals of higher quality usin
this method. Buoyancy driven convection which is the m
important cause of crystal imperfections is in fact absen
space. However, even in the absence of gravity the pres
of free–melt–gas interface at different temperatures indu
another undesirable form of convection, the so-called M
rangoni convection. The stability of free Marangoni conve
tion in nonisothermal liquid bridges with quasi-cylindric
free surfaces has been the subject of intense research i
last years. These studies are motivated by the fact that
instabilities in such configurations may be responsible for
appearance of undesirable defects in crystals grown by fl
ing zone technique under microgravity conditions and ev
under normal gravity conditions. Experiments1 performed
with liquid bridges in the case of transparent liquids~with
Prandtl numbers higher than those typical of liquid meta!
have shown that for sufficiently small values of the M
rangoni number, the convection in the liquid column is lam
nar, steady and axisymmetrical, but when the Marang
number exceeds certain critical values depending on
Prandtl number of the liquid, on the aspect ratio~ratio of the
length and of the diameter of the liquid zone! and on the
boundary conditions, the liquid motion can undergo a tran
tion to an oscillatory three-dimensional complex flow pa
tern. However, very few works related to the analysis of
Marangoni flow instability in floating zones heated throu
the interface have appeared in literature and many of th

sa
:
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analyses2–12 were based on the simplifying assumption
axisymmetric flow. Therefore, due to the experimental e
dence of the existence of three-dimensional~3D! states, fur-
ther investigations on the effect of nonaxisymmetric dist
bances are needed. The only available three-dimensi
results based on the direct solution of the nonlinear and ti
dependent Navier–Stokes equations are due to Baum
et al.,13 Croll et al.,14 Levenstam et al.15 and Lan and
Chian.16 They found that for liquid metals the first bifurca
tion is stationary ~i.e., the supercritical state is three
dimensional and steady! and that the regime becomes osc
latory only when the Marangoni number is further increas
~second oscillatory bifurcation!.

Since these authors were interested mainly to the
merical simulations of their experiments and thus to the c
cal Marangoni number (Mac2) for the onset of oscillatory
flow ~known to be the source of undesirable striations in
crystallized materials!, the transition to steady nonaxisym
metric flow (Mac1) was not determined with any accurac
Only Lan and Chian16 determined the first~steady bifurca-
tion! and the second~oscillatory bifurcation! critical Ma-
rangoni number. They investigated the case of a floating z
having aspect ratioA51.0 and Pr50.01. The first critical
Marangoni number was also determined by Wansch
et al.17 They carried out a linear stability analysis for th
case Pr50.02 andA51.0.

However, there seems to be a great lack of informat
dealing with the three-dimensional structure and fundam
tal properties of the Marangoni flow instability in floatin
zones heated around the equatorial plane. The available
results are fragmentary and incomplete. This is true in p
ticular for the first~steady! bifurcation to 3D flow.

Nevertheless, this instability may play an important ro
in the float-zone crystallization process. This was prov
from an experimental point of view by Camelet al.18 and
confirmed by the numerical simulations of Lappa a
Savino.19 ‘‘Weak laminar nonaxisymmetric convection’’ in
the liquid phase may induce radial segregation with a n
axisymmetric distribution.18 Experiments showing these be
haviors were carried out during the German Spacelab M
sion D-2. Dopant concentration distributions inside t
solidified specimen were measured bya posteriorispreading
resistance techniques. According to the fact that no osc
tions were detected in the melt during the flight, on grou
analyses of the solidified samples did not show any striat
The concentration distribution, however, was found to
azimuthally distorted from a ‘‘macroscopic’’ point of view
The numerical results19 have confirmed that the steady bifu
cation of Marangoni flow can affect the crystallization pr
cess.

Aim of the present paper is to perform a paramet
analysis~still absent in literature! of the influence of the as
pect ratio of the liquid zone on the features of the thr
dimensional instability of Marangoni flow under microgra
ity conditions in the case of a low Prandtl number liqu
using direct solution of the nonlinear, three-dimensional, a
time-dependent Navier–Stokes equations. Due to the lac
numerical and experimental information, the investigat
will be focused in particular on the first~stationary! bifurca-
-
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tion to 3D flow. The present contribution appears as the fi
attempt to analyze in detail these behaviors.

II. PHYSICAL AND MATHEMATICAL MODEL

A. Modeling the floating zone: ‘‘Full zone’’
configuration

Two models can be used to simulate the flow in a flo
ing zone: ‘‘Half zone’’ and ‘‘full zone.’’

The half zone configuration is supposed to model
flow in a half of the real floating zone under the constra
that the flow is symmetric by reflection about the plane
midheight between the rods, and that the imposed no-
condition on this plane does not significantly alter the d
namics. As pointed out by Kasperskiet al.,12 the transition of
Marangoni flow to a 3D pattern in the case of the half zo
flow may be not relevant for the real floating zone sinc
there, the mirror symmetry with respect to the equato
plane could be broken. For this reason, even if the half z
has become over the years a very important ‘‘paradig
model for fundamental research, the assumption of the
zone model is the only way to ‘‘capture’’ in detail the mech
nisms of the instability of Marangoni flow occurring in re
floating zones.

The ends of the domain are plane and isothermal a
the case of the half zone model, but the supporting disks
posed at the same temperature. The presence of a ring h
around the equatorial plane of the zone is simulated imp
ing a specified heat flux distribution on the free surface w
a maximum of the flux in correspondence of the equato
plane~in the half zone model the end disks are held at
maximum and minimum temperatures, respectively, wher
in the full zone model the temperature maximum occurs
tween the disks!. Note that the full zone model has a disa
vantage due to the fact that the temperature difference d
ing the surface flow between the ends of the domain and
equatorial cross section cannot be fixeda priori since it is a
consequence of the flow itself~i.e., DT is established by the
convective and heat transport through the liquid zone!.

B. Basic assumptions

The geometry of the problem is shown in Fig. 1~a!. The
floating zone is confined between two coaxial cylindric
disks of diameterD placed 2L apart, heated at the mid
height by an external ring heater. The upper and lower sol
melt interfaces are assumed to be flat and they are kept a
melting point temperatureT̄m . The maximum temperature
on the free surface~this temperature corresponds to the equ
torial plane if Ma,Mac1) is denoted byT̄max. The tempera-
ture difference acting on the free surface is a result of
Marangoni flow itself and follows from the calculations. Th
temperature difference achieved for the 2D solution used
initial condition for the 3D computations is denoted b
DT(T̄max2T̄m) and is used for the definition of the Ma
rangoni number. The overbar denotes dimensional quanti
The liquid is assumed homogeneous and Newtonian, w
constant density and constant coefficients; viscous diss
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tion is negligible. The liquid filling the bridge is bounded b
an axisymmetric liquid–gas interface with a surface tens
s̄ exhibiting a linear decreasing dependence on the temp
ture

FIG. 1. Sketch of the floating zone and its boundary conditio
~a! Full zone configuration,~b! heat flux profileJ(z): ~1! J}exp(2cz2),
~2! flux generated by the ring heater forAF51.0 and F5eQ̄51 @w#,
~3! J}(12z2).
n
ra-

s̄5s̄o2s̄T~ T̄2T̄m!, ~1!

where s̄o is the surface tension forT̄ 5 T̄m and
s̄T52ds̄/dT̄.0.

The interface is assumed to be nondeformable and
symmetric around thez axis. The geometrical aspect ratio o
the full zoneAF is defined asAF52L/D; the aspect ratio of
the corresponding half zone~half of the considered full zone!
is defined asAH5L/D5AF/2.

C. Nondimensional field equations and boundary
conditions

The flow is governed by the continuity, Navier–Stok
and energy equations, that in nondimensional conserva
form read

¹I •VI 50, ~2a!

]VI

]t
52¹I p2¹I •@VI VI #1Pr¹I 2VI , ~2b!

]T

]t
52¹I •@VI T#1¹2T, ~2c!

whereV andp are the nondimensional velocity and pressu
Pr is the Prandtl number (Pr5v/a, v is the kinematic vis-
cosity anda is the thermal diffusivity!. The nondimensiona
form results from scaling the cylindrical co-ordinates (r̄ ,z̄)
by half of the axial distance between the circular disks~L!
and the velocity components (V̄z ,V̄r ,V̄w) by the energy dif-
fusion velocity Va5a/L; the scales for time and pressu
are, respectively,L2/a andra2/L2. The temperature is mea
sured with respect the initial temperatureT̄m .

T5~ T̄2T̄m!. ~3!

The boundary conditions on the rigid disks are the no-s
condition and the temperature conditions:

VI ~z521,r ,w,t !50; T~z521,r ,w,t !50,

0<r<1/AF ; 0<w<2p, ~4a!

VI ~z51,r ,w,t !50; T~z51,r ,w,t !50,

0<r<1/AF ; 0<w<2p. ~4b!

The boundary conditions on the free surface (r 51/AF , 21
<z<1, 0<w<2p! are the kinematic conditions of a strea
surface ~zero normal velocity!, the Marangoni conditions
~shear stress balance! and the condition of prescribed he
flux.

Vr~z,r 51/AF ,w,t !50, ~5a!

]VZ

]r
~z,r 51/AF ,w,t !52Mar

]T

]z
~z,r 51/AF ,w,t !,

~5b!

:
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r
]Vw

]r
~z,r 51/AF ,w,t !2Vw~z,r 51/AF ,w,t !

52Mar

]T

]w
~z,r 51/AF ,w,t !, ~5c!

where Mar5sTL/ma and the reference Marangoni numb
Ma is defined as Ma5Mar(DT).

]T

]r
~z,r 51/AF ,w,t !5J~z!. ~5d!

Many models have been proposed in literature to simu
surface heating due to a ring heater@i.e., to defineJ(z)].

In general the methods used by the different investi
tors to model the heating source~ring heater, circular ar-
rangement of halogen lamps, ellipsoid–paraboloid mir
furnace, laser with axisymmetric ring shape, etc.! fall into
two categories: Specifying the ambient temperature distr
tion or finding the power requirement for producing a desi
DT on the free surface. For the first case the ambient t
perature distribution is assumed to be known. According
Chen and Chu,7 Chen and Wu,8 however, in real systems th
ambient temperature distribution is unknowna priori
whereas the power supplied by the external source
known parameter. This led some investigators to model
surface heating, assuming a certain law of variation~i.e.,
parabolic, exponential! and fixing the total input requiremen
(DQ).

In the present paper a new distribution is introduced
the heat flux, corresponding to the radiative flux genera
by a ring heater having negligible thickness and position
around the equatorial plane of the full zone at a distanch
from the free surface.

Each pointC disposed on the ring heater between t
pointsA andB, see Fig. 1~a!, gives a radiative contribution to
the generic pointP of the free surface; this contribution is

j ~z!5S 1

LlDT
D 1

4p

eQ̄

d2 cos~q!, ~6!

whereQ̄ is the power supplied to the ring heater,d the dis-
tance between the pointsC ~on the ring heater! andP ~on the
free surface! and u is the angle betweennI ~unit vector or-
thogonal to the free surface inP! and the directionPC.

Thus the total flux inP can be computed as

J~z!5
1

4p S eQ̄

LlDT
D E

2f̃

f̃ cos~q!

d2 dw, ~7!

where

d25
1

AF
2 @~11hAF!21122~11hAF!cosw1z2#, ~8a!

cos~q!5
~11hAF!cosw21

A@~11hAF!21122~11hAF!cosw1z2#
,

~8b!
te

-

r

-
d
-

o

a
e

r
d
d

f̃5a cos
1

~11hAF!
, ~8c!

h50.5 and the value of the emissivitye of the free surface is
given in Ref. 20.

The heat transport is, therefore, maximum in the surf
region and tries to change the driving temperature gradie
in the surface by itself~i.e., via the Marangoni stress actin
on the free interface!. Figure 1~b! shows the surface heat flu
profile computed according to~7! and other analytical laws
plotted for the same value of the maximum heat flux at
equatorial plane.

III. NUMERICAL METHOD

A. Solution method

Equations~2a!–~2c! were solved numerically in primi-
tive variables by a time-explicit finite-difference metho

FIG. 2. ~a! Temperature distribution on the free surface~Pr50.01, AF

51.0, F5eQ̄), ~b! temperature difference vsF5eQ̄.
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~SMAC method!. The domain was discretized with a un
form cylindrical mesh and the flow field variables defin
over a staggered grid. Forward differences in time a
central-differencing schemes in space~second-order accu
rate! were used to discretize the energy and momentum
tial differential equations. Parallel supercalculus was u
due to the enormous time required for the computations.
problem is split in two problems, one parabolic and the ot
elliptic. A parallel algorithm, explicit in time, is utilized to
solve the parabolic equations. A parallel multisplitting kern
is introduced for the solution of the pseudo-pressure ellip
equation, representing the most time-consuming part of
algorithm. A grid-partition strategy is used in the paral
implementations of both the parabolic equations and
multisplitting elliptic kernel. A message passing interfa
~MPI! is coded for interprocessor communications. For f
ther details on the numerical method see, e.g., Lappa
Savino.21

In the analyses of Chenieret al.,9 Chen and Roux,10 and
Kasperskiet al.,12 the stability boundaries were compute
directly as function of the input power supplied to the he
ing source~i.e., their Marangoni number is based directly
DQ). In the present paper the Marangoni number is base
the temperature difference (T̄max2T̄m) obtained for the 2D
solution ~basic state! used as initial condition for the 3D
computations. This definition is more close to experimen
criteria and allows to compare with previous critical M
rangoni numbers obtained in the case of ‘‘half zone’’ mod
It has been pointed out in the previous paragraphs, howe
that in the case of a full zone model the temperature grad
acting on the free surface is not known ‘‘a priori.’’ Its value
in fact is affected by the strength of the Marangoni conv
tion. Due to Marangoni convection, the surface tempera
profile departs from the corresponding diffusive one~i.e.,
obtained in the case Ma50!. This is clearly shown in Fig. 2
The DT acting on the free surface is smaller than that o
tained for Ma50. For this reason, for the present simu
tions, the Marangoni number has not been fixeda priori, but

TABLE I. ~a! Grid refinement study for the accuracy of the basic st
solution (AF51.0, Ma510!. ~b! Influence of the number of points in az
muthal direction (AF51.0).

~a!
Grid Cmax Vz max Vr max

25315 0.100 36 1.431 0.5674
30318 0.099 55 1.392 0.5707
35321 0.099 15 1.365 0.5734
40325 0.099 04 1.346 0.6004
45327 0.099 01 1.342 0.6157
50330 0.099 00 1.337 0.6223
55333 0.099 00 1.331 0.6227

~b!
Nz3Nr3Nf Mac1

53331323 12.873
53331335 12.442
53331342 12.415
53331347 12.413
d
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has been computed as function of the power supplied to
heating device.

The critical Marangoni number Mac is defined as a
threshold value at which the growth rate of the disturban
is zero. In the present study, in order to determine the gro
rate constant, the power supplied to the system is change
several times in a stepwise manner. The results of the dif
ent runs give the growth rate constant as a function of
Marangoni number. The growth rate is computed analyz
the behavior of the time-dependent history of the maxim
of the azimuthal velocity~posed in logarithmic scale versu
time! on the free surface~the same criterion has been used
other investigators see, e.g., Leypoldtet al.23!. According to
linear stability criteria~see, e.g., Chen and Roux10!, the criti-
cal Marangoni number then is determined as the Marang
number at which the growth rate becomes zero.

B. Validation of the numerical procedure

To check that the code is able to ‘‘capture’’ the physic
instabilities of Marangoni flow, the first critical Marangon
number in the caseAF51.0 and Pr50.01 has been compute
and compared with the results of Lan and Chian.16 For this
case they predict Mac1>12. The critical Marangoni numbe
determined by the present numerical computations is Mc1

512.413~3% greater than their value! with m52. This com-
parison provides a sufficient validation of the present n
merical code.

TABLE II. Critical azimuthal wave number, critical Marangoni numbe
interaction factor and mesh vs the aspect ratio.

AF

L
@cm# m Mac1 N Nz3Nr3Nf

0.2 0.1 9 22.157 2 2931003100
0.3 0.15 6 15.340 2 333 703 89
0.4 0.2 4 12.280 2 353 573 79
0.5 0.25 4 9.760 2 413 453 75
0.6 0.3 3 13.597 2 433 383 63
0.7 0.35 2 10.90 2 453 353 49
0.8 0.4 2 12.028 2 493 313 47
0.9 0.45 2 11.326 2 513 313 47
1.0 0.5 2 12.413 2 533 313 47
1.1 0.55 2 14.910 2 573 303 39
1.2 0.6 2 15.086 2 633 303 37
1.3 0.65 1 11.350 4 693 303 35
1.5 0.75 1 10.154 4 793 293 35
1.8 0.9 1 10.364 4 953 293 33
2.0 1.0 1 9.923 4 1003 293 33

TABLE III. Physical properties of silicon melt.

Melting point temperatute Tm@K# 1685
Densityr @gr/cm3# 2.42
Thermal diffusivitya @cm2/s# 2.44 1021

Kinematic viscosityn @cm2/s# 2.45 1023

Prandtl number 0.01
Thermal conductivityl @W/cmK# 0.64
Surface tensions @dyne/cm# 7.33 102

sT @dyne/cmK# 1 1021

Emissivity @-# 0.3
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FIG. 3. ~a! Surface azimuthal velocity distribution a
the 3D stationary state (AF51.3, m51, Ma>30,
F52.54 @w#, numerical results!; ~b! plot of the
analytical expansion of the surface azimuthal veloci

@ F̃1(z) sin (mw1Go)2F̃2(z) sin (Nmw1NGo)#, F̃1(z)
5z(12z20)2, F̃2(z)50.3(12z2)2, m51, N54,
Go51.
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C. Grid refinement study

Table I~a! shows the grid refinement study carried out f
the 2D basic state.

This study has been conducted also on the influenc
the number of points used in azimuthal directionNw @Table
I~b!#. For different values of the aspect ratio, the number
points collocated in the axial direction and in the radial
rection has been changed according to the length and to
radius of the liquid column, respectively~see Table II!. The
criterion for the number of points to be collocated in a
muthal direction has been based on the value of the
muthal wave numberm. Preliminary computations with a
coarse number of points in azimuthal direction have b
performed in order to determinem, then Nw has been se
lected according to the formulaNw/m>30 for m51,
Nw/m>24 for m52, Nw/m>20 for m53 and m54
Nw/m>15 for m56, Nw591 for m59.

IV. RESULTS

Because of the considerable computation time involv
~each run on a DS20 Compaq parallel computer requ
about twelve days of CPU time! the investigation has bee
restricted to only one value of the Prandtl number~Pr50.01
corresponding to silicon melt; see Table III for the propert
of liquid silicon! but different aspect ratios have been inve
tigated~see Table II!. Figures 3–14 show the structure of th
flow field in different planes and sections for different valu
of the aspect ratio at the 3D stationary state. Note that na
priori known small azimuthal disturbances have been su
imposed on the solution to facilitate the transition. Dist
bances are freely produced in a spontaneous way by the c
putations.

A. Effect of the aspect ratio and description of the
spatial organization

Table II shows that the azimuthal wave number of t
critical mode~m! is a function of the aspect ratio of the fu
zone. In particular the critical number ism51 for 1.3<AF

<2.0, whereas higher values have been found for lower
of
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pect ratios:m52 for 0.7<AF<1.2, m53 for AF50.6, m
54 for 0.4<AF<0.5, m56 for AF50.3 andm59 for AF

50.2 ~very short liquid column!. These results suggest a
empirical correlation between the geometrical aspect r
and the critical azimuthal wave number of the instabil
similar to that found by previous analyses in the case of
half zone configuration. This correlation is

mAF>2. ~9!

The flow structure is related to the value ofm and hence
depends on the value of the aspect ratio. The higher ism,
more complex is the flow organization. WhenAF is de-
creased andm increases, multicellular structures are forme

Figures 5, 9, and 12 show for different values of t
aspect ratio the axial velocity in cross-sections orthogona
the liquid column axis. Figures 6, 10, and 13 show the a
muthal velocity in the same sections. In azimuthal direct
there are 2m convective cells. Moreover, the isocontour lin
of the axial velocity in the generic sectionz describe in this
plane well defined curves whose shape is related to the v
of the azimuthal wave number.

FIG. 4. Velocity field in the meridian plane (AF51.3, Ma>30,F52.54@w#,
m51); ~a! w>3p/4, ~b! w>5p/4.
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For a more detailed description of the space organiza
of the thermofluid-dynamic field it is necessary to distingu
even critical wave numbers from odd ones.

Wave numbersm51, m53, and m59 belong to the
class of ‘‘asymmetrical’’ modes;m52, m54, andm56 are
instead ‘‘symmetric’’ modes. More generally, when the cri

FIG. 5. Structure of 3D Marangoni flow withm51, AF51.3, Ma>30,
F52.54 @w#: ~a!, ~b!, ~c! axial velocity in the cross-sectionsz50.5, z50,
z520.5.
ncal disturbance number~m! is odd, the flow is asymmetrica
in each meridian plane of the liquid bridge.

For even critical wave numbers, the flow field structu
is on the whole three-dimensional and depends on the
muthal co-ordinate, but in each axial plane the velocity a
the temperature fields are symmetric with respect to the a

FIG. 6. Structure of 3D Marangoni flow withm51, AF51.3, Ma>30,
F52.54 @w#: ~a!, ~b!, ~c! azimuthal velocity in the cross-sectionsz50.5, z
50, z520.5.
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FIG. 7. ~a! Surface azimuthal velocity distribution
(AF50.8, m52, Ma>30, F54.57 @w#, numerical re-
sults!; ~b! plot of the analytical expansion of the surfac
azimuthal velocity:@ F̃1(z)sin(mw1Go)2F̃2(z)sin(Nmw

1NGo)#, F̃1(z)5z(12z20)2, F̃2(z)5(12z2)2, m52,
N52, Go51.
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For AF51.3 (m51) the flow is no longer separated in ce
being positioned in the lower and upper part of the merid
plane. The left vortex cell in the lower part and the rig
vortex cell in the upper part merge giving rise to a vort
extended along the whole axial plane of the full zone;
other cells contract up to be confined in the left and rig
corners of the upper and lower half, respectively@Fig. 4~a!#.
The behavior is similar forAF50.6 (m53); in this case~not
shown! however since the liquid zone is short and since M
rangoni convection, being a surface phenomenon, is confi
to regions near the free surface, coalescence of opposite
vection cells~leading to a single vortex pervasive througho
the meridian plane! does not occur. ForAF50.8 (m52) and
AF50.3 (m56) the flow is symmetric with respect to th
axis but asymmetric with respect to the equatorial plane. F
ures 8~a! and 8~b! (m52) show that the vortex cells in th
lower ~or upper! half puff up protruding in the upper~lower!
half of the floating zone. For both even and odd critical wa
numbers the mirror symmetry with respect to the midplan
broken.

Table II shows that, while the critical wave numb
changes with the aspect ratio, the critical Marangoni num
does not change much and tends to increase with decrea
the aspect ratio~see, e.g., Fig. 15 where the growth rates
function of the Marangoni number and the determination
the first critical Marangoni number are shown for differe
values of the aspect ratio!.

B. Comparison with the half zone

The half zone has proven to be over the years a v
important model for fundamental research. For instance
half-zone-based analyses investigators elucidated that
three-dimensional Marangoni flows are initiated through d
ferent mechanisms, i.e., inertia instability of the axial sh
layer below the free surface for small Pr fluids and hyd
thermal wave for large Pr fluid case. It however cannot
used to obtain quantitative data about the floating zone te
nique. The Mac1 values computed for the half zone model
several investigators22–28 in fact are two times higher tha
the values calculated for the present case of full zone mo
n
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~see Fig. 16!. The reason for this difference is, that the ind
pendence and separation of the flows in the upper and
lower half of a full zone, which is stated by using a half zo
model, is not true. The instability of the half zone flow is n
relevant for the full zone configuration since, as pointed
by the present analysis, the mirror symmetry with respec
the equatorial plane is broken. The Mac value for a half zone
is likely to be higher than that for a full zone because of t
additional no-slip condition at the heated disk and the
duced degrees of freedom compared to the full-zone confi
ration.

Note that, contrary to the conclusions of the present
per, Wanschuraet al.17 found that the scenario of develop
ment of the instability for small Prandtl numbers in full zon
is similar to that for half zone model. This difference can
explained according to the different boundary conditions
troduced by the two analyses. Wanschuraet al.17 used a fixed
temperature profile whereas in the present investigatio
more realistic condition has been adopted: A fixed surf
heat flux~the surface temperature profile is not fixeda priori,
but determined as part of the computations and as functio
the power supplied to the heating device!. Generally the sur-
face temperature profile in the 3D state is neither axisymm
ric nor mirror symmetric with respect to the equatorial plan
If the surface temperature distribution is fixed, full liqu
zones behave~approximately! as half zones since interactio
between the upper and lower parts is somehow preven

FIG. 8. Velocity field in the meridian plane (AF50.8, Ma>30,F54.57@w#,
m52); ~a! w>p/2, ~b! w>p.
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Fixing the temperature profile leads in fact to a surface te
perature that is mirror symmetric with respect to the equa
rial plane regardless of the flow conditions. Since the surf
Marangoni flow is forced@Eqs. ~5b! and ~5c!# to ‘‘follow’’
the steepness of the imposed temperature profile, this
artificially force the system to maintain symmetric behav
preventing transition to three-dimensional state and mu
interaction of the toroidal convection rolls. This of cour
leads to larger values of the critical Marangoni number~due
to the reduced degrees of freedom!. If the surface tempera
ture is constraint-free the behavior is different.

With regard the azimuthal structure of the flow fiel
note that in the case of half zone configuration it is kno

FIG. 9. Structure of 3D Marangoni flow withm52, AF50.8, Ma>30,
F54.57 @w#: ~a!, ~b! axial velocity in the cross-sectionsz50.5, z50.
-
-
e

ay
r
al

that discrete wave numbers of disturbances are selected
of the full spectrum of disturbances because the convec
roll is closed in a special zone geometry. Since the instab
is hydrodynamic in nature~as pointed out by Levenstam
et al.24!, i.e., it does not depend on the behavior of the te
perature field~for this instability the temperature field simpl
acts as a driving force for the velocity field!, the selection
rule is given simply by the constraint that the azimuth
wavelength must be an aliquot of the toroidal vortex co
circumference and by the fact that the convection roll is li
ited axially by the presence of the sidewalls. According
this theory the critical wave number is related to the ax

FIG. 10. Structure of 3D Marangoni flow withm52, AF50.8, Ma>30,
F54.57 @w#: ~a!, ~b! azimuthal velocity in the cross-sectionsz50.5, z50.
e
FIG. 11. Surface azimuthal velocity distribution at th
3D stationary state (AF50.6, m53, Ma>30, F56.27
@w#!.
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length of the half zone and to its diameterD, i.e., it scales
with the parameterA5L/D:

mAH>1, ~10!

the same behavior holds in the case of full zone model.
this configuration, however, the convection roll is bound
by a wall from one side and it is free to interact in nonline
way with the opposite convection roll from the other si
~see the next paragraph!. This leads to lower values of th
critical Marangoni number and to different structure of t
azimuthal flow for some value of the aspect ratio~for AH

50.25, AH50.35, and0.65<AH<0.85 the half and full
zone configurations are characterized by different value
the azimuthal wave number; see Fig. 17!.

FIG. 12. Structure of 3D Marangoni flow withm53, AF50.6, Ma>30,
F56.27 @w#: ~a!, ~b!, axial velocity in the cross-sectionsz50.5, z50.
or
d
r

of

C. The symmetry of the disturbances

After the bifurcation, the flow field can be interpreted
the superposition of steady sinusoidal azimuthal disturban
to the axisymmetric state. For each of the two toroidal co
vection rolls in the upper and lower part of the floating zon
this superposition can be expressed as

Fi~r ,z,w,t !5Fo~r ,z!1 f i~r ,z,w,t !

5Fo~r ,z!1 f̃ i~r ,z,t !sin~miw1Gi !,
~11!

i 5up ~0,z,1!, low ~21,z,0!,

whereFi(r ,z,w,t) is the generic flow field variable, the sub
script~o! refers to the axisymmetric state,mi is the azimuthal

FIG. 13. Structure of 3D Marangoni flow withm53, AF50.6, Ma>30,
F56.27 @w#: ~a!, ~b! azimuthal velocity in the cross-sectionsz50.5, z50.
e
FIG. 14. Surface azimuthal velocity distribution at th
3D stationary state (AF50.3, m56, Ma>30, F512.3
@w#!.
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wave number that represents the number of spatial period
the azimuthal direction,Gi is a constant phase shift related
the azimuthal position of the disturbance extrema for
considered convection roll (i 5 low, convection roll in the
lower part of the full zone;i 5up, convection roll in the
upper part of the full zone!. The present numerical resul
show thatmup5mlow and f̃ up(r ,z,t)5 f̃ low(r ,2z,t) for all the
cases investigated.

For the basic state, radial velocity and temperature
symmetric with respect to the midplane of the full zon
whereas the axial velocity is antisymmetric. For the dist
bance modes, the same symmetry or the opposite case~all
fields antisymmetric except for symmetric axial velocity! is
possible in theory.17 For the first caseGup5Glow , for the
second, Gup5Glow1p/m. The present numerical resul
show that the azimuthal disturbances always exhibit antis

FIG. 15. Growth rates as function of the Marangoni number and dete
nation of the first critical Marangoni number for different values of t
aspect ratio.
in

e

re
,
-

-

metric behavior with respect to the equatorial plane, i.e.,
latter case occurs~see, e.g., Fig. 7!. According to these be-
haviors, Eq.~11! can be re-written as

F~r ,z,w,t !5Fo~r ,z!1 f ~r ,z,w,t !

5Fo~r ,z!1F̃1~r ,z,t !sin~mw1Go!, ~12!

whereGo is a constant phase shift related to the azimut
position of the disturbance with respect tow50 and
F̃1(r ,z,t) satisfies the conditionsF̃1(r ,z,t)52F̃1(r ,2z,t)
and F̃1(r ,z561,t)50. The behavior described above
terms of Eq.~12! is however only a simplified model, in fac
strong nonlinear interaction occurs between the toroidal c
vection rolls located in the upper part and lower part.
particular, Figs. 3, 7, 11, and 14 show thatf (r ,z,w,t)Þ0 for

i-FIG. 16. Comparison between the critical Marangoni number of the f
zone configuration~present results! and available results@Imaishi et al.
~Refs. 25 and 26! and Chenet al. ~Ref. 28!# dealing with the half zone
configuration~Pr50.01!.
i-

f

FIG. 17. Comparison between the az
muthal wave number of the full-zone
configuration ~present results! and
available results dealing with the hal
zone configuration~Pr50.01!.
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z→0. SinceF̃1(r ,z,t)→0 for z→0, a second order function
has to be present in the series expansion off (r ,z,w,t). The
surface azimuthal velocity distribution can be expressed
proximately as

Vw~z,w,t !5 f ~z,w,t !}@ F̃1~z,t !sin~mw1Go!

2F̃2~z,t !sin~Nmw1NGo!#, ~13!

whereN is the ‘‘interaction factor’’ andF̃2(z,t) is a second-
order contribute due to the interaction between the dis
bances acting in the lower and upper halves:F̃2(z,t) satisfies
the conditionsF̃2(z,t)5F̃2(2z,t) and F̃2(z,t)→0 if uzu
.j with 0,j,1, wherej is the distance from the midplan
at which the interaction between the upper and lower surf
azimuthal flows can be considered negligible.

The numerical results shown in Fig. 3~a! for the case
AF51.3 andm51 are well fitted by Eq.~13! with F̃1(z)
5z(12z2n1)2 with n1510, F̃2(z)5A2(12z2n2)2 with n2

51, N54 andA250.3 @Fig. 3~b! shows the plot of the ana
lytical expansion~13! with F̃1(z) andF̃2(z) given above, to
be compared with Fig. 3~a!#. The valueN54 leads to an
‘‘apparent’’ quadrupling of the azimuthal wave number
the azimuthal velocity distribution in the equatorial pla
@i.e., the number of surface maxima of the azimuthal veloc
in the midplane is quadrupled with respect to cross sect
far from this plane; see, e.g., Figs. 6~a!–6~c!#. For AF,1.3,
Eq. ~13! and the previous expressions given forF̃1(z) and
F̃2(z) still hold with N52 instead ofN54 andA251 @com-
pare, e.g., Fig. 7~a! with Fig. 7~b! where the analytical ex
pansion is plotted!. This value leads to an ‘‘apparent’’ dou
bling of the azimuthal wave number of the azimuth
velocity distribution in the equatorial plane@see, e.g., Figs
10~a!, 10~b!, 13~a!, and 13~b!#.

Note that, due to the antisymmetric behavior of the d
turbances, the flow pattern atz50.5 appears to be rotated o
p/m with respect to the flow pattern atz520.5 @Figs. 6~a!–
6~c!#.

In order to clarify why disturbances antisymmetric wi
respect to the equatorial plane are selected and ampl
whereasz-symmetric disturbances never occur, some com
tations ~in particular for AF50.5, AF51.0, AF51.5) have
been repeated under the constraint that the flow is symm
with respect to the equatorial plane. Equations~2a!–~2c!
have been solved for 0<z<1 with the symmetry conditions
(0<r<1/AF ; 0<w<2p!

Vz~z50,r ,w,t !50, ~14a!

]Vr

]z
~z50,r ,w,t !50, ~14b!

]Vw

]z
~z50,r ,w,t !50, ~14c!

]T

]z
~z50,r ,w,t !50. ~14d!

Figure 18 shows that the growth rate constants obtaine
this case always lie below the corresponding ones obta
without any constraint for the flow. Hereafter the critical M
p-
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rangoni number obtained under the constraint of disturba
symmetric with respect to the midplane will be referred to
Mac

(s) . The computations show that forAF50.5, Mac1

59.76, and Mac1
(s)518.255, forAF51.0, Mac1512.413 and

Mac1
(s)513.536, for AF51.5, Mac1510.154, and Mac1

(s)

513.53. Therefore antisymmetric disturbances are sele
and amplified since they are the most dangerous. Moreo
for the caseAF51.5 the critical azimuthal wave number
m51 without constraints andm52 for the full zone
z-symmetric case and for the half zone model showing~as
expected! that the interaction between the upper and
lower rolls may play a critical role in the selection of th
azimuthal wave number.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Instability of Marangoni convection in floating zone
~full zone configuration! of a low Prandtl number fluid unde

FIG. 18. Growth rates as function of the Marangoni number and dete
nation of the first critical Marangoni number~mirror-symmetric and anti-
symmetric disturbances!: ~a! AF50.5, ~b! AF51.5.
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microgravity conditions has been investigated by dir
three-dimensional and time-dependent solution of
Navier–Stokes equations. To overcome the prohibitive ti
required for the accurate simulation of the problem, a n
parallel code has been developed and widely valida
through a grid refinement study and comparison with res
available in literature.

Due to the lack of numerical and experimental inform
tion and since, according to recent experimental results,
instability seems to play an important role in the crystalliz
tion process, the investigation has been focused in partic
on the first~stationary! bifurcation to 3D flow. A parametric
analysis~still absent in literature! of the influence of the as
pect ratio of the liquid zone on the features of the thr
dimensional instability of Marangoni flow has been carri
out.

For the surface heat flux a novel distribution has be
introduced corresponding to the radiative flux generated b
ring heater positioned around the equatorial plane of the
zone at a distanceh from the free interface.

The critical wave number depends on the geometr
aspect ratio. It increases if the geometrical aspect ratio of
liquid column is decreased. While the critical wave numb
changes with the aspect ratio, the critical Marangoni num
does not change much. For half zone configurations sev
investigators found Mac values which are two times highe
than the values calculated for the present case of full zo
The reason for this difference is, that the independence
separation of the flows in the upper and the lower half o
full zone, which is stated by using a half zone model, is
true. The instability of the half zone flow is not relevant f
the full zone configuration since the mirror symmetry w
respect to the midplane is broken.

The present numerical results show in fact that the a
muthal disturbances always exhibit antisymmetric behav
with respect to the equatorial plane. Strong interaction occ
moreover between the toroidal convection rolls located in
upper part and lower part. This leads for some values of
aspect ratio to an ‘‘apparent’’ doubling or quadrupling of t
azimuthal wave number of the azimuthal velocity distrib
tion in the equatorial plane~i.e., the number of surface
maxima of the azimuthal velocity in the midplane is double
or quadrupled with respect to cross sections far from
plane!. The distribution of the azimuthal velocity distu
bances on the free surface~never reported before! has been
briefly discussed through a formal series expansion. Ana
cal expressions have been found for first and second o
contributes in the series expansion and a new parameter~the
interaction factorN! has been defined to characterize t
complex surface flow pattern around the midplane and
explain the apparent doubling (N52) or quadrupling (N
54) of the wave number that occurs there.

The occurrence of disturbances symmetric with resp
to the equatorial plane has been investigated under the
straint of z-symmetric flow. The results have shown, as e
pected, thatz-symmetric disturbances are not selected si
they are characterized by larger values of the critical M
rangoni number.

Further investigation is needed for the analysis of
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influence of the volume of the liquid zone, the effect of t
static and/or dynamic deformation of the liquid/gas interfa
and for the case of high Prandtl number liquids~Pr.1!.
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